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This Original "Rock N'Roll Band for all ages" offers Fun, Upbeat, 60's type sound and harmonies that both

parents and children can enjoy together. This CD combines the Best songs from the bands first two CD's

and are performed at all their performances. 15 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Children's Pop,

KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music Details: WHAT IS...THE "SLOUCH IN THE COUCH"? The

"Slouch In The Couch", is a series of children's learning books, with stories based upon a fantasy world

which is found within a Magical Couch. These stories provide fantasy for children, with underlying morals,

family values, and hints of right from wrong. There is absolutely no violence in these stories, just fun,

adventure, fantasy, and humor. The "Slouch In The Couch" stories have been published in local

magazines, and the first book in this series: "The Slouch In The Couch", is currently available at

bookstores, either on the shelf or through "Special Order." "The Slouch In The Couch Children's Corner

Band," compliments these children's learning books with ORIGINAL music, that reflects the learning

theme. Using upbeat and FUN tunes, the band inserts positive and moral value lyrics into the majority of

their tunes. This CD is a compilation of the bands first two CD's that they recorded. These are the BEST

songs from those two CD's that are popular and are performed at all of the bands gigs. A new song, "I

Saw My Future" is debuted on this CD and is only on this CD. Also, "Bus Rodeo" from the second CD

(Imagination's Mine,) has new lyrics and is now "School Bus Rodeo" and also debuts on this CD. Fun

stuff, great listening and catchy tunes. ENJOY!!
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